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Abstract: An electric motor stator including a yoke having a plurality of yoke laminations. A body portion is formed as part of each of the plurality of yoke laminations. A first tooth is continuous with the body portion and is formed as part of at least a portion of the plurality of yoke laminations. The first tooth defines a first tooth profile. A first tooth attachment portion is formed as part of the plurality of yoke laminations. A second tooth includes a plurality of tooth laminations. Each tooth lamination of the second tooth includes a second tooth attachment portion and defines a second tooth profile that differs from the first tooth profile. The second tooth attachment portion is engaged with the first tooth attachment portion.
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ELECTRIC MOTOR HAVING A STATOR

BACKGROUND

The invention relates to a stator for an electric motor and a method of manufacturing and assembling the stator.

SUMMARY

In one embodiment, the invention provides an electric motor stator including a yoke having a plurality of yoke laminations. A body portion is formed as part of each of the plurality of yoke laminations. A first tooth is continuous with the body portion and is formed as part of at least a portion of the plurality of yoke laminations. The first tooth defines a first tooth profile. A first tooth attachment portion is formed as part of the plurality of yoke laminations. A second tooth includes a plurality of tooth laminations. Each tooth lamination of the second tooth includes a second tooth attachment portion and defines a second tooth profile that differs from the first tooth profile. The second tooth attachment portion is engaged with the first tooth attachment portion.

In another embodiment, the invention provides a motor comprising a stator that defines a rotation axis. The stator includes a continuous yoke portion comprising a first tooth attachment portion. A first tooth is integrally formed as part of the continuous yoke portion and comprises a first tooth profile. A second tooth is formed separate from the continuous yoke portion and comprises a second tooth profile that differs from the first tooth profile. A second tooth attachment portion is integrally formed as part of the second tooth and is configured to move into engagement with the first attachment portion along an engagement axis that is substantially parallel to the rotation axis. A rotor is disposed adjacent to at least one of the first tooth and the second tooth.

The invention also provides a method of assembling a stator. The method comprises punching a plurality of stator laminations and a plurality of tooth laminations out of a planar sheet of magnetic material (e.g. electric steel). Each stator lamination comprises a continuous yoke and a plurality of integrally formed teeth. Each tooth lamination is punched from material disposed between adjacent integrally-formed teeth. The method also includes stacking the plurality of stator laminations to define a stator core and stacking the plurality of
tooth laminations to define at least one attachable tooth. The method further includes connecting the attachable tooth to the continuous yoke.

Other aspects and embodiments of the invention will become apparent by consideration of the detailed description and accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The detailed description particularly refers to the accompanying figures in which:

Fig. 1 is an axial schematic view of an electric motor including a stator;

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a stator including a single-layer winding;

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of a stator including a double-layer winding;

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of a portion of a stator core having attachable teeth;

Fig. 5 is an end view of an attachable tooth including a coil;

Fig. 6 is an end view of the stator of Fig. 2;

Fig. 7 is an end view of the stator of Fig. 3;

Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of a stator of the type shown in Fig. 7;

Fig. 9 is an end view of a stamping arrangement for a stator lamination and a tooth lamination;

Fig. 10 is an end view of the stator of Fig. 3 including an inner liner;

Fig. 11 is an end view of the stator of Fig. 3 including a castellated inner liner or can;

Fig. 12 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of a stator including a coil retaining clip;

Fig. 13 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of a stator including a straight tooth and a small width root;

Fig. 14 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of a stator including a tooth base and a small width root;
Fig. 15 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of a stator including a straight tooth and a dovetail root;

Fig. 16 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of a stator including a tooth base and a dovetail root;

Fig. 17 is a perspective view of an attachable tooth including a coil-receiving recess;

Fig. 18 is a cross-sectional view of a stator including the attachable tooth of Fig. 17;

Fig. 19 is a schematic representation of one possible winding diagram of a 3-phase stator with twelve slots and a single-layer winding;

Fig. 20 is a schematic representation of one possible winding diagram of a 3-phase stator with twelve slots and a double-layer winding; and

Fig. 21 is a schematic representation of one possible winding diagram of a 3-phase stator with eighteen slots and a double-layer winding.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Before any embodiments of the invention are explained in detail, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the details of construction and the arrangement of components set forth in the following description or illustrated in the following figures. The invention is capable of other embodiments and of being practiced or of being carried out in various ways. Also, it is to be understood that the phraseology and terminology used herein is for the purpose of description and should not be regarded as limiting. The use of “including,” “comprising,” or “having” and variations thereof herein is meant to encompass the items listed thereafter and equivalents thereof as well as additional items. Unless specified or limited otherwise, the terms “mounted,” “connected,” “supported,” and “coupled” and variations thereof are used broadly and encompass both direct and indirect mountings, connections, supports, and couplings. Further, “connected” and “coupled” are not restricted to physical or mechanical connections or couplings.

As shown in the Fig. 1 a motor 10 generally includes a rotor 15 disposed within a stator 20. The rotor 15 is mounted on a shaft 30 that extends axially to provide support points and to provide a convenient shaft power take off point. Generally, two or more bearings
engage the rotor shaft 30 and support the rotor 15 such that it rotates about a rotational axis 40. The stator 20 is generally fitted into a housing 45. The stator 20 defines a substantially cylindrical aperture, or bore 55 as it is commonly referred to in the motor art, that is centered on the rotational axis 40. When the rotor 15 is in its operating position relative to the stator 20 a small air gap is established between the rotor and the stator. The air gap allows for relatively free rotation of the rotor 15 within the stator 20.

The frame 45, if employed, supports the stator 20. One frame 45, better illustrated in Fig. 11, includes a plurality of empty spaces 46 near the corners. The empty spaces 46 provide cooling passages for cooling air or another cooling fluid. In preferred constructions, the frame 45 includes a plastic material that is injection molded or otherwise formed. In other constructions, an extruded aluminum frame is employed. In still other constructions, other materials and other manufacturing methods may be employed to manufacture the frame 45.

The motor 10 illustrated in Fig. 1 is a brushless permanent magnet (PM) motor. As such, the rotor 15 includes a ferromagnetic core and permanent magnets that define two or more magnetic poles. The stator 20 includes one or more phase windings (shown in Figs. 2-3) that can be selectively energized to produce a magnetic field. The permanent magnets of the rotor 15 interact with the magnetic field of the stator 20 to produce electromagnetic torque and rotor rotation. As one of ordinary skill will realize, the invention is also suited for other types of motors, in addition to the brushless permanent magnet motors illustrated herein. As such, the invention should not be limited to only these types of motors. Furthermore, one of ordinary skill in the art will realize that the invention can also be applied to many types of generators. The figures depict a motor 10 configuration having the rotor 15 placed interior to the stator 20. However, the invention is also applicable to motor configurations, typically referred to as “inside-out motors,” where the rotor is exterior to the stator. In addition, the figures and description presented herein are directed to a stator 20 and/or a motor 10. However, many of the features described and illustrated could be applied to wound rotors. Thus, while the figures and description refer to a brushless motor 10 and/or a stator 20, other applications are possible.

Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate two possible stators 20, 60 respectively, which are suitable for use with the motor 10 of Fig. 1. Both of the stators 20, 60 include a continuous yoke 65 or back iron that defines the outermost surface of the stator 20, 60. The yoke 65 provides
structural support for many of the stator core components and also provides a flow path for the magnetic flux within the stator 20, 60. Several integral teeth 70 extend radially inward from the yoke 65. The teeth 70 include a coil-receiving portion 75 and a tooth base 80 disposed adjacent the cylindrical bore 55. The integral teeth 70 illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 are generally straight teeth. In other words, the width of each tooth 70 at the coil-receiving portion 75 is substantially equal to the width of the tooth 70 at the tooth base 80.

The yoke 65 defines several tooth attachment portions 85. Each of the tooth attachment portions 85 is sized and shaped to receive an attachable tooth 90 (shown in Fig. 5). In most constructions, the number of tooth attachment portions 85 equals the number of integral teeth 70. In these constructions, the teeth 70, 90 alternate between an integral tooth 70 and an attachable tooth 90. Thus, the two teeth immediately adjacent any integral tooth 70 are attachable teeth 90 and the two teeth immediately adjacent any attachable tooth 90 are integral teeth 70.

In other constructions, the tooth pattern may vary such that the integral teeth are not necessarily positioned between attachable teeth. In addition, other combinations of winding diagrams and/or the number of phases and poles can vary. For example, Fig. 21 illustrates a stator 60a for a 3-phase brushless PM motor with eighteen slots 95 and a sixteen pole rotor (not shown). This type of motor is discussed in U.S. Patent No. 6,133,663 fully incorporated herein by reference. The stator 60a includes one coil 100 around each tooth 70, 90. The coils 100 on three successive teeth are connected within the same phase winding to define a phase group of coils 99. Two such phase groups of coils 99 are diametrically opposed and define a phase winding. The start (go) and the end (return) of the phase windings are denoted by the subscripts “go” and “ret”, respectively, and the polarity of the coil sides, which is determined by the direction in which the wire is wound, is denoted by plus (+) and minus (−) signs. In one construction, within a phase group of three coils 99 and teeth, the central tooth is an integral tooth 70 and the two adjacent teeth are attachable teeth 90. Thus, this construction defines a repeating pattern of two attachable teeth 90 followed by an integral tooth 70 around the periphery of the 3-phase stator 60a. Thus, the completed stator 60a includes twice the number of attachable teeth 90 as integral teeth 70. In another construction, the central tooth within a phase group of three coils 99 and teeth is an attachable tooth 90 and the two adjacent teeth are integral teeth 70. Thus, this construction defines a repeating pattern of two integral teeth 70 followed by an attachable tooth 90 around the periphery of the 3-phase stator 60a.
Thus, the completed stator includes twice the number of integral teeth 70 as attachable teeth 90. The constructions described minimize the effect of radial forces and can be used without additional devices such as shaft vibration dampers.

The space between any two adjacent teeth 70, 90 defines a slot 95 that is sized to receive one or more sides of coils 100. The coils 100, alone or in combination with other coils 100, define phase windings that can be energized to produce a magnetic field having a desired polarity. The stator 20 of Fig. 2 includes single-layer windings 101. Thus, only a single side of coil 100 is positioned within each of the slots 95. The stator 60 of Fig. 3 includes double-layer windings 102 that include two sides of coils 100 per slot 95.

The coils 100 of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 include an electrical conductor that is wound around the tooth 70, 90 to which the coil 100 is attached. For coils 100 that attach to attachable teeth 90, the conductor is wound directly onto the tooth 90. An electrical insulator, not shown in the figures, is placed between the electrical conductor of the coil 100 and the tooth 70, 90 to which it is attached. Generally, the winding operation on an attachable tooth 90 can be performed quickly and inexpensively using a bobbin winder as is common in the motor art. The coils 100 that are wound on the integral teeth 70 can be wound directly onto the teeth 70 using a needle winder or other winder suited to the task. Alternatively, the conductor can be wound around a dummy tooth or fixture (not shown) using a less expensive bobbin winder. The coil 100 is then removed from the dummy tooth or fixture and slid onto the integral tooth 70.

One or more coils 100 are electrically connected to define a phase winding as discussed with regard to Fig. 21. Figs. 19 and 20 show example winding diagrams that illustrate the coil connections within each phase, for a 3-phase stator with twelve slots. A stator 20a with a single-layer winding as illustrated in Fig. 19 can be used in combination with an eight pole permanent magnet rotor to define a brushless permanent magnet (PM) motor, which can be of the DC or AC type. A stator 60b with a double layer winding as illustrated in Fig. 20 can be used in combination with an eight pole permanent magnet rotor or, alternatively, with a sixteen pole permanent magnet rotor, to define a brushless PM motor, which can be of the DC or AC type.

In a symmetrical multi-phase stator construction, coils placed around the teeth 70, 90 are connected within each phase such that the axes of the phase windings are equidistantly
spaced around the stator circumference. To minimize the undesirable radial magnetic forces and magnetic pull, the stator is constructed such that diametrically opposed teeth 70, 90 have the same profile and either carry no coils or carry a coil 100 belonging to the same phase winding. The coil 100 is designed and connected such that when an electric current flows through the wire, the armature reaction magnetic field established in the respective tooth 70, 90 is of equal magnitude and opposite direction to the armature reaction magnetic field established in the diametrically opposite tooth 70, 90. The armature reaction field is schematically represented by an arrow 102 in Figs. 19-20 for the teeth 70, 90 surrounded by the coils 100 of the phase winding. The stators 20a, 60b shown in Figs. 19-20 include an alternating pattern of integral teeth 70 and attachable teeth 90, the number of integral teeth 70 and attachable teeth 90 being equal.

The integral teeth 70 are generally straight teeth. As such, each tooth 70 defines a tooth profile that is substantially rectangular that allows coils 100 to slide onto the integral tooth 70. The attachable teeth 90, better illustrated in Fig. 5, include an enlarged tooth base 105 and a tooth top 110 or tooth root. The enlarged tooth base 105 makes the attachable tooth profile different from the integral tooth profile. The enlarged tooth base 105 aids in retaining the coil 100 in the desired position on the tooth 90 and also aids in spreading the magnetic field to reduce motor cogging and torque ripple. The enlarged tooth base 105 also reduces the equivalent magnetic length of the air-gap between the stator 20 and the rotor 15 and hence increases the motor specific torque output. In preferred constructions, the coil-receiving portions 75 of the integral teeth 70 as well as the attachable teeth 90 are of substantially equal width. Thus, identical coils 100, with the same number of turns and wire size, can be wound onto each tooth if desired. Of course, different width coil-receiving portions could be employed if desired. For example, the width of the integral teeth 70 and attachable teeth 90 under the winding portion may vary such that they define a ratio of tooth widths between about 0.75 and 1.25.

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate one possible configuration of the tooth attachment portions 85 and the tooth tops 110. In this construction, the tooth attachment portions 85 include a recess shaped to resemble a dovetail slot. The tooth tops 110 are shaped to resemble a male dovetail root that can mate with the female dovetail slot defined by the attachment portions 85. To achieve the desired degree of fit, it is generally necessary to provide an interference or shrink fit between the dovetail slot and the dovetail. The tight fit assures good contact between the
components and minimizes the magnetomotive force (mmf) drop as the magnetic field crosses the interface between the attachable teeth 90 and the yoke 65.

While a dovetail fit has been illustrated, one of ordinary skill in the art will realize that there are many other fits and configurations that could be used to attach the attachable teeth 90 to the yoke 65. For example, the dovetail fit just described could be reversed such that the male portion of the fit is formed as part of the yoke 65 and the female portion is formed as part of the attachable tooth 90. In still other constructions, different fit shapes are employed. One such shape is illustrated and described with regard to Figs. 13-14. Still other shapes that could be employed include, but are not limited to, T-roots, fir tree roots, L-roots, and the like. Of course, the male portion of any of these roots could be positioned on either the yoke 65 or the attachable tooth 90 as desired.

As illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7, each of the integral teeth 70 and attachable teeth 90 includes at least one dummy groove 115 in the surface adjacent the stator bore 55. The dummy grooves 115 divide the teeth 70, 90 into alternating high spots 120 and low spots 125 (shown in Figs. 8 and 9). With a single dummy groove 115, each tooth 70, 90 is divided into two high spots 120 and one low spot 125. Thus, a castellated pattern is established around the perimeter of the stator bore 55 and the magnetic permeance of the air-gap is modified such as to effectively reduce cogging, torque ripple, and electromagnetic noise.

Fig. 8 illustrates another construction in which each integral tooth 70 includes a single dummy groove 115 and each attachable tooth 90 includes three dummy grooves 115. Thus, the integral teeth 70 define two high spots 120 and one low spot 125, while the attachable teeth 90 define four high spots 120 and three low spots 125. Each slot opening 130 between adjacent teeth 70, 90 functions effectively as a low spot 125. Thus, a consistent pattern of substantially equal circumferential length alternating high spots 120 and low spots 125 extends around the perimeter of the stator bore 55. This arrangement produces relatively smooth rotor operation and further reduces cogging and torque ripple when compared to the constructions of Figs. 6 and 7. The total number of high spots 120 and low spots 125 is selected in relationship with the motor polarity, number of slots and windings, and rotor to stator axial magnetic skew. Non-uniform spatial distributions of the high spots 120 and low spots 125 around the stator bore 55 are also possible, so that, under the local non-linear magnetic saturation of the tooth tops 110, the magnetic field is distributed as to improve motor performance.
The wide tooth base 105 of the attachable teeth 90 reduces the width of the slot opening 130 and spreads the magnetic field towards the motor air-gap. Again, this can improve motor operation, by reducing electromagnetic noise, cogging, and torque ripple as well as increasing motor specific output torque. Also, the use of attachable teeth 90 facilitates winding with a very high copper fill factor so that the space in a slot 95 between two adjacent coils 100 of a double-layer winding 102 (Fig. 8) or, in the case of single-layer windings 101 (Fig. 6), the space between the coil 100 and an integral tooth 70 (Figs. 15-16) is reduced. The high fill factor results in reduced winding resistance and copper losses and hence increased motor efficiency.

In most constructions, stacking a plurality of laminations 135 forms the yoke 65, including the integral teeth 70 and the tooth attachment portions 85. The laminations 135 are generally stamped from electrical grade steel. Similarly, stacking a plurality of tooth laminations 140 generally forms the attachable teeth 90. Fig. 9 illustrates one possible layout arrangement for a stamping that includes both a yoke lamination 135 and an attachable tooth lamination 140. The attachable tooth lamination 140 is positioned within the space between adjacent integral teeth 70 and does not extend beyond the stator inner diameter. The center portion of the stamping is also used for any rotor core laminations that may be needed. Thus, the arrangement of Fig. 9 reduces the amount of waste material and reduces the number of manufacturing steps needed to form the laminations 135, 140. As one of ordinary skill will realize, Fig. 9 illustrates only one attachable tooth lamination 140. However, it should be understood that an attachable tooth lamination 140 could be punched from the space between any two adjacent integral teeth 70. It should also be noted that the manufacturing process has been described as including a punching operation. However, one of ordinary skill will realize that other manufacturing processes could be employed to cut the laminations (e.g., laser cutting, wire EDM, water-jet cutting, and the like).

In other constructions, a single piece of material forms the yoke 65, integral teeth 70 and tooth attachment areas 85. In these constructions, a compacting and/or sintering process or other suitable process is used to form a compacted powder of ferromagnetic steel or soft magnetic composites into the desired component. In addition, other constructions may include attachable teeth 90 formed from one piece of material such as compacted powder of ferromagnetic steel or soft magnetic composites.
The use of attachable teeth 90 also allows for stators 20, 60 that include a yoke 65 and integral teeth 70 manufactured from one material (e.g., laminated electric steel, powdered metal, soft magnetic composites, solid metal, etc.) and attachable teeth 90 made from the same material, or a different material. For example, one construction may include a yoke 65 and integral teeth 70 made from laminations of electric steel, and attachable teeth 90 made from a soft magnetic composite. The different materials provide different electrical and magnetic characteristics that may be used to improve the particular performance characteristics of the motor 10.

Fig. 10 illustrates a stator 60 that includes an inner liner 145 or can. The inner liner 145 is a substantially cylindrical component that fits within the stator bore 55 and contacts the tooth bases of the teeth 70, 90. The liner 145 includes a central opening 150 that allows for the free passage of the rotor 15. The liner can be made of a non-magnetic material, such as plastic or stainless steel. In other constructions, the liner can be made of ferromagnetic material, such as magnetic steel, and designed such that the local saturation caused by the magnetic field will reduce the cogging and ripple torque and/or improve the specific torque output. In some constructions, the liner 145 may provide additional structural support to the stator 20 by at least partially supporting the attachable teeth 90. In addition, the liner 145 substantially separates the components of the stator 20 from those of the rotor 15. This can be useful in hermetically sealed motor applications or other applications where dirt or other undesirable substances can enter the stator 20 via the stator bore 55.

The liner 145 illustrated in Fig. 10 is substantially tubular. As such, the perimeters of the inner surface and the outer surfaces are substantially circular. The tubular shape does not allow the liner 145 to engage the teeth 70, 90 in any way other than friction between the teeth 70, 90 and the liner 145. As such, the liner 145 only applies radial forces to the teeth 70, 90. While the inner liner 145 is illustrated on a stator 60 having a double-layer winding 102, it is equally applicable to stators 20 that employ single-layer windings 101.

Fig. 11 illustrates a castellated liner 155 or can disposed within a stator 60 having a double-layer winding 102. The castellated liner 155 includes alternating high spots 160 and low spots 165 that correspond with the alternating high spots 120 and low spots 125 in the teeth 70, 90. The alternating high spots 160 and low spots 165 interlock with the corresponding high spots 120 and low spots 125 of the teeth 70, 90 such that the castellated liner 155 may provide structural support to the attachable teeth 90 in directions other than
radial. Thus, the castellated liner 155 aids in maintaining the spacing between the teeth 70, 90 by locking each tooth 70, 90 into a particular location defined by the liner 155. Like the tubular liner 145, the castellated liner 155 can be used on stators 20 that include either single-layer windings 101 or double-layer windings 102. It should be noted that the castellated liner 155 is illustrated as having a smooth or cylindrical inner surface. However, other constructions may include a castellated liner 155 that includes a castellated inner surface that corresponds with the outer surface. The actual arrangement of the inner surface is of little importance to the function of the motor.

As discussed with regard to Figs. 2 and 3, the coils 100 that surround the integral teeth 70 can preferably be wound onto a dummy tooth or other fixture, or on a bobbin support made of electrically-insulating material and then slid onto the actual integral tooth 70. While many different systems can be used to secure the coil 100 to the tooth 70 (e.g., adhesive, epoxy, injection-molded plastic, and the like), Fig. 12 illustrates a construction that employs a retaining clip 170. The clip 170 engages a small slot 175 that is formed in the tooth 70 to inhibit movement of the coil 100, which is sandwiched between the clip 170 and the yoke 65. Generally, the clip 170 is manufactured from a relatively stiff material such as spring steel such that it remains in the slot 175 during motor operation. In other constructions, other mechanical means such as fiberglass wedges, pins, screws, bolts, and the like are used to hold the coil 100 in the desired operating position.

In another construction, after completely assembling all the coils 100, plastic, thermoplastic resin, epoxy, or other suitable material is injected into the spaces between the teeth 70, 90. This injected material aids in holding the coils 100 in their operating positions and can also facilitate heat transfer from the tooth areas of the stator 20 to the yoke 65. In addition, the injected material fills the empty spaces, thus making it more difficult for dirt or other unwanted components to enter and damage the stator 20. This construction can also include, as a permanent attachment or as a temporary fixture for the injection operation, an inner liner 145 or a castellated liner 155.

Figs. 13-16 illustrate several arrangements of attachable teeth positioned within the stator 20 that includes the single-layer winding 101. Fig. 13 illustrates a tooth 180 that includes a narrow tooth top 185 engaged with the stator yoke 65 and a narrow tooth base 190 adjacent the stator bore 55. Fig. 15 illustrates another tooth 195 that includes a wide tooth top 200 that engages the yoke 65 and a narrow tooth base 205. Due to the specific magnetic
flux pattern during motor operation, the constructions of Figs. 13 and 15 can be manufactured using separated teeth laminations punched out of anisotropic magnetic material with the tooth 180, 195 oriented along the preferred magnetization (or the “easy” rolling) direction. One possible magnetic material would be electric lamination steel with an oriented grain, which is commonly employed in the manufacture of the magnetic circuit of transformers. This choice of material reduces the magnetic circuit reluctance and the iron losses and improves motor performance. No dummy notches are shown in Figs. 13-16, but it is understood that, if desired they can be employed similarly to the constructions shown in Fig. 8.

The tooth 210 illustrated in Fig. 14 includes a tooth top 215 that is similar to the tooth top 185 of Fig. 13. The tooth 220 illustrated in Fig. 16 includes a tooth top 225 that is similar to the tooth top 200 of Fig. 15. However, the attachable teeth 210, 220 of Figs. 14 and 16 include an enlarged tooth base 230 when compared to the attachable teeth 180, 195 of Figs. 13 and 15. The constructions with an enlarged tooth base 230, due to their specific magnetic flux pattern during motor operation, are best suited for use with isotropic non-grain oriented magnetic material (e.g. the electric steel commonly employed in the manufacture of the magnetic circuit of rotating electrical machines). Therefore, these constructions can not take advantage of the benefits provided by the use of an anisotropic grain oriented magnetic material. Furthermore, the construction of Fig. 14 has the disadvantage that the tooth 210 has to support, through the base 230, the weight of the coil 100, while the profile of the tooth top 215 does not provide enhanced mechanical support, as does for example the profile of the tooth top 225 in the construction of Fig. 16. On the other hand, in comparison with the construction of Fig. 14, the construction of Fig. 16 has the disadvantage that the coil 100 needs to be wound directly on the tooth 220, using more expensive winding equipment.

Another construction of a portion of an attachable tooth 235 is illustrated in Figs. 17 and 18. The portion of the tooth 235 includes a tooth top 240, a tooth base 245, and a coil-receiving portion 250. The portion of the tooth 235 also includes a recess portion 255 adjacent one end of the portion of the tooth 235. In many constructions, stacking a plurality of laminations on top of one another and bonding or otherwise attaching them forms the portion of the tooth 235. In other constructions, compacted powder of ferromagnetic steel, soft magnetic composites, or other materials are used to form the portion of the tooth 235. In constructions formed from laminations, a first group of laminations having a first profile are stacked to define the portion of the tooth 235 that includes the tooth top 240, the tooth base
245, and the coil-receiving portion 250. Once the coil-receiving portion 250 is complete, laminations having a tooth top profile and a tooth base profile are added to complete the tooth 235.

Two portions of an attachable tooth 235 are attached to one another to complete a tooth 256. In one construction, an adhesive is used to attach the two halves of the tooth 235 and complete the tooth 256. In other constructions, fasteners, pins, or other attachment means are used to attach the two halves of the tooth 235 to complete the attachable tooth 256.

While the construction illustrated in Fig. 17 includes two halves 235 with each including one recess 255 at one end of the tooth half 235, other constructions may include a recess 255 at both ends of a single tooth. The recess 255, or recesses, provides a space for an end coil 260 as illustrated in Fig. 18. Thus, with the coil 100 positioned around the tooth 235, the end coils 260 do not extend significantly beyond the ends the tooth top 240 or the tooth base 245.

The construction of Figs. 17 and 18 has several advantages over current motor constructions. For example, the recesses 255 in the teeth 235 provide space for the end coils 260 and the tooth base 245 enhances the axial coverage of the rotor by the stator 20, resulting in a more compact motor having a higher power output per unit length than prior motors. In addition, heat from the end coils 260 is more easily transferred to the yoke 65 and dissipated.

To assemble the stator 20 of the motor 10, the laminations 135, 140 that make up the various core components are first formed. As discussed with regard to Fig. 9, stamped laminations 135, 140 are one way of forming the yoke laminations 135 and the attachable tooth laminations 140 simultaneously, with other methods being possible. The yoke laminations 135 are stacked on top of one another until the stack reaches a desired axial length. In some constructions, additional laminations, or end pieces (not shown) are positioned on the ends of the stack to complete the yoke 65 and/or the integral teeth 70. In constructions that employ end pieces, the end pieces are generally of a different profile than the laminations 135 and provide additional structural strength. Like the yoke laminations 135, the tooth laminations 140 are also stacked and bonded to one another. Once stacked, the laminations 140 define one or more attachable teeth 90.

In constructions in which a double-layer winding 102 is desired, a conductor is wound around the required integral teeth 70 to define a coil 100. As discussed, a winding process
(e.g., needle winder) that is well known in the motor art may be used for this purpose. Preferably, the coil 100 is wound on a fixture, a dummy tooth, or on a bobbin support and then slid onto the integral tooth 70. This process allows for the use of a bobbin winder or other winder, rather than a needle winder. A coil 100 is also wound around the attachable teeth 90. Again, a bobbin winder is well suited to this task. In stator constructions that employ a single-layer winding 101, the coil 100 can be positioned on only the integral teeth 70, only the attachable teeth 90, or a combination of integral and attachable teeth 70, 90 as is required by the particular application.

The attachable teeth 90 are positioned within the yoke 65 by interlocking the tooth attachment portion or tooth top 110 and the tooth attachment portion 85. The teeth 90 engage the yoke 65 by sliding axially along an axis 265 that is substantially parallel to the rotation axis 40 of the motor 10. To achieve the desired level of contact, it may be necessary to establish an interference fit. Thus, the assembly process may include differential heating and/or cooling of the yoke 65 and tooth 90. For example, in one construction, the yoke 65 is heated to a temperature that is 200 degrees F higher than the tooth 90. This can be accomplished by heating the yoke 65 alone, or by heating the yoke 65 and cooling the tooth 90. The differential heating causes expansion of the tooth attachment portion 85 and, if cooling is used, shrinkage of the tooth top 110. Once the tooth 90 is positioned as desired, the temperatures of the components equalize and a tight shrink fit is established. In some constructions, the end plates are positioned after the attachable teeth 90 are in place. In these constructions, the end plates may partially or totally cover the tooth attachment portion 85 and the tooth tops 110 to inhibit unwanted axial movement of the attachable teeth 90 relative to the yoke 65.

If used, the inner liner 145 or 155 is next positioned within the stator bore 55 and positioned as desired relative to the teeth 70, 90. Once installed, plastic, epoxy, resin, or other fill materials can be injected into the spaces between the teeth 70, 90 to better secure the teeth 70, 90 and inhibit the entry of undesirable substances into the stator 20.

The order of operations for manufacturing the stator 20 can vary depending on specific motor design particularities. For example, a motor design with very small slot openings 130, which are not size limited in relation to the width of the coils 100 and of the teeth 70 and 90, can be produced by first attaching coils 100 to the integral teeth 70 and then attaching the attachable teeth 90 including their coils 100 to the yoke 65.
Thus, the invention provides, among other things, a new and useful stator 20 for an electric motor 10 and method of assembling the stator 20. The new stator 20 has improved electromagnetic and mechanical performance and enhanced manufacturability. The constructions of the stator 20 and the methods of assembling the stator 20 described above and illustrated in the figures are presented by way of example only and are not intended as a limitation upon the concepts and principles of the invention. Various features and advantages of the invention are set forth in the following claims.
CLAIMS

1. A stator comprising:
a yoke comprising a plurality of yoke laminations;
a body portion formed as part of each of the plurality of yoke laminations;
a first tooth continuous with the body portion and formed as part of at least a portion of the plurality of yoke laminations, the first tooth comprising a first tooth profile;
a first tooth attachment portion formed as part of the plurality of yoke laminations; and
a second tooth comprising a plurality of tooth laminations, each tooth lamination of the second tooth comprising a second tooth attachment portion and defining a second tooth profile that differs from the first tooth profile, the second tooth attachment portion engaged with the first tooth attachment portion.

2. A stator as set forth in claim 1 wherein each of the plurality of yoke laminations comprises a continuous yoke portion and a first tooth.

3. A stator as set forth in claim 1 wherein the first tooth attachment portion comprises a female dovetail portion.

4. A stator as set forth in claim 3 wherein the second tooth attachment portion comprises a male dovetail portion engageable with the female dovetail portion.

5. A stator as set forth in claim 1 wherein the first tooth comprises a coil-receiving portion comprising a first coil-receiving width and a free end comprising a first free width, and wherein the first free end width is substantially similar to the first coil-receiving width.

6. A stator as set forth in claim 5 wherein the second tooth comprises a second free end comprising a second free end width and a second coil-receiving portion comprising a second coil-receiving width, the second free end width being greater than the second coil-receiving width.
7. A stator as set forth in claim 1 wherein the first tooth is one of a plurality of integral teeth and the second tooth is one of a plurality of attachable teeth, the quantity of integral teeth being substantially equal to the quantity of attachable teeth.

8. A stator as set forth in claim 7 wherein each of the teeth of one of the plurality of integral teeth and the plurality of attachable teeth comprises a stator coil.

9. A stator as set forth in claim 7 wherein each tooth of the plurality of integral teeth and the plurality of attachable teeth comprises a stator coil.

10. A stator as set forth in claim 7 wherein each tooth of the plurality of integral teeth and the plurality of attachable teeth comprises at least one dummy channel.

11. A stator as set forth in claim 10 wherein the dummy channels and slot openings at least partially define a plurality of high spots and low spots that are substantially evenly spaced to define a substantially continuous pattern.

12. A stator as set forth in claim 1 further comprising a liner comprising an outer wall that contacts the first tooth and the second tooth.

13. A stator as set forth in claim 1 further comprising an end plate attached to the yoke.

14. A stator as set forth in claim 1 wherein the first tooth comprises a first coil-receiving portion comprising a first coil-receiving width and the second tooth comprises a second coil-receiving portion comprising a second coil-receiving width substantially equal to the first coil-receiving width.

15. A stator as set forth in claim 1 wherein the first tooth comprises a first coil-receiving portion comprising a first coil-receiving width and the second tooth comprises a second coil-receiving portion comprising a second coil-receiving width, the ratio of the second coil-receiving width to the first coil-receiving width being between about 0.75 and 1.25.

16. A stator as set forth in claim 1 further comprising a liner comprising an outer wall that comprises alternating high spots and low spots that contact the first tooth and the second tooth.
17. A stator as set forth in claim 1 wherein the first tooth is one of a plurality of integral teeth and the second tooth is one of a plurality of attachable teeth and wherein each of the plurality of integral teeth is diametrically opposed by another of the plurality of integral teeth and each of the plurality of attachable teeth is diametrically opposed by another of the plurality of attachable teeth.

18. A stator as set forth in claim 1 wherein at least a portion of the integral teeth and the attachable teeth include a coil, and wherein each tooth that includes a coil is diametrically opposed by another tooth including a coil, the two coils at least partially defining a phase winding.

19. A motor comprising:
   a stator defining a rotation axis, the stator comprising:
      a continuous yoke portion comprising a first tooth attachment portion;
      a first tooth integrally-formed as part of the continuous yoke portion and
      comprising a first tooth profile;
      a second tooth formed separate from the continuous yoke portion and
      comprising a second tooth profile that differs from the first tooth profile;
      a second tooth attachment portion integrally-formed as part of the second
      tooth and configured to move into engagement with the first tooth attachment portion along
      an engagement axis that is substantially parallel to the rotation axis; and
      a rotor disposed adjacent at least one of the first tooth and the second tooth.

20. A motor as set forth in claim 19 wherein the stator yoke comprises a plurality of laminations, each lamination comprising a continuous yoke portion and at least one first tooth portion.

21. A motor as set forth in claim 19 wherein the first tooth attachment portion comprises a female dovetail portion.

22. A motor as set forth in claim 21 wherein the second tooth attachment portion comprises a male dovetail portion engageable with the female dovetail portion.
23. A motor as set forth in claim 19 wherein the first tooth comprises a coil-receiving portion comprising a first coil-receiving width and a free end comprising a first free end width, and wherein the first free end width is substantially similar to the first coil-receiving width.

24. A motor as set forth in claim 19 wherein the second tooth comprises a free end comprising a second free end width and a coil-receiving portion comprising a second coil-receiving width, the second free end width being greater than the second coil-receiving width.

25. A motor as set forth in claim 19 wherein the first tooth is one of a plurality of integral teeth and the second tooth is one of a plurality of attachable teeth, the quantity of integral teeth being substantially equal to the quantity of attachable teeth.

26. A motor as set forth in claim 25 wherein each of the teeth of one of the plurality of integral teeth and the plurality of attachable teeth comprises a stator coil.

27. A motor as set forth in claim 25 wherein each tooth of the plurality of integral teeth and the plurality of attachable teeth comprises a stator coil.

28. A motor as set forth in claim 25 wherein each tooth of the plurality of integral teeth and the plurality of attachable teeth comprises at least one dummy channel.

29. A motor as set forth in claim 28 wherein the dummy channels and the slot openings at least partially define a plurality of high spots and low spots that are substantially evenly spaced to define a substantially continuous pattern.

30. A motor as set forth in claim 19 further comprising a liner comprising an outer wall that contacts the first tooth and the second tooth.

31. A stator as set forth in claim 19 wherein the first tooth comprises a first coil-receiving portion comprising a first coil-receiving width and the second tooth comprises a second coil-receiving portion comprising a second coil-receiving width substantially equal to the first coil-receiving width.
32. A stator as set forth in claim 19 further comprising a liner comprising an outer wall that comprises alternating high spots and low spots that contact the first tooth and the second tooth.

33. A stator as set forth in claim 19 wherein the first tooth comprises a first coil-receiving portion comprising a first coil-receiving width and the second tooth comprises a second coil-receiving portion comprising a second coil-receiving width, the ratio of the second coil-receiving width to the first coil-receiving width being between about 0.75 and 1.25.

34. A stator as set forth in claim 19 wherein the first tooth is one of a plurality of integral teeth and the second tooth is one of a plurality of attachable teeth and wherein each of the plurality of integral teeth is diametrically opposed by another of the plurality of integral teeth and each of the plurality of attachable teeth is diametrically opposed by another of the plurality of attachable teeth.

35. A stator as set forth in claim 19 wherein at least a portion of the integral teeth and the attachable teeth include a coil, and wherein each tooth that includes a coil is diametrically opposed by another tooth including a coil, the two coils at least partially defining a phase winding.

36. A method of assembling a stator, the method comprising:
   forming a stator lamination and a tooth lamination, the stator lamination comprising a continuous yoke and a plurality of integrally-formed teeth, the tooth lamination formed from material disposed between adjacent integrally-formed teeth;
   stacking a plurality of stator laminations to define a continuous yoke;
   stacking a plurality of tooth laminations to define at least one attachable tooth; and
   connecting the attachable tooth to the continuous yoke.

37. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 wherein the forming step comprises forming a first tooth attachment portion in the stator lamination.

38. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 37 wherein the forming step includes forming a second tooth attachment portion in the tooth lamination.
39. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 38 wherein the connecting step includes moving the attachable tooth along an axis that is substantially parallel to a rotational axis to engage the first tooth attachment portion and the second tooth attachment portion.

40. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 wherein the connecting step comprises engaging a male dovetail positioned on one of the continuous yoke and attachable tooth with a female dovetail positioned on the other of the continuous yoke and attachable tooth.

41. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 wherein the forming step further comprises forming the first tooth comprising a coil-receiving portion comprising a first coil-receiving width and a free end comprising a first free end width and wherein the first free end width is substantially similar to the first coil-receiving width.

42. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 wherein the forming step further comprises forming the second tooth comprising a free end comprising a second free end width and a coil-receiving portion comprising a second coil-receiving width, the second free end width being greater than the second coil-receiving width.

43. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 wherein the forming step further comprises forming a plurality of integral teeth and the stacking the plurality of tooth laminations further comprises stacking a plurality of tooth laminations to form each of the attachable teeth, the first tooth being one of the plurality of integral teeth and the second tooth being one of a plurality of attachable teeth, the quantity of integral teeth being substantially equal to the quantity of attachable teeth.

44. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 43 further comprising positioning a stator coil on each of the teeth of one of the plurality of integral teeth and the plurality of attachable teeth.

45. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 43 further comprising positioning a stator coil on each tooth of the plurality of integral teeth and the plurality of attachable teeth.
46. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 45 wherein the positioning a stator coil step includes sliding a coil onto the integral teeth.

47. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 43 further comprising forming a dummy channel in each tooth of the plurality of integral teeth and the plurality of attachable teeth.

48. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 47 further comprising evenly spacing the dummy channels and the slot openings to define at least a portion of a plurality of high spots and low spots that define a substantially continuous pattern.

49. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 further comprising positioning a substantially cylindrical liner in contact with the first tooth and the second tooth.

50. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 wherein the stator laminations define a profile, and wherein the stacking a plurality of stator laminations step further comprises attaching at least one lamination having a profile different from the stator lamination profile.

51. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 wherein the integrally-formed teeth define a first tooth profile and the at least one attachable tooth defines a second tooth profile different from the first tooth profile.

52. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 wherein the forming step includes performing a punching operation, the punching operation simultaneously forming the stator lamination and the tooth lamination.

53. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 further comprising positioning a coil on the integral teeth and on the attachable tooth before performing the attaching step.
54. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 wherein the connecting step includes changing the temperature of the attachable tooth relative to the continuous yoke to establish a temperature difference.

55. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 further comprising positioning each of the plurality of integral teeth diametrically opposite another of the plurality of integral teeth and positioning each of the plurality of attachable teeth diametrically opposite another of the plurality of attachable teeth.

56. A method of assembling a stator as set forth in claim 36 further comprising attaching a coil to at least a portion of the integral teeth and the attachable teeth such that each tooth that includes a coil is diametrically opposed by another tooth that includes a coil, the two coils at least partially defining a phase winding.
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